DA37A(1)
OFFICERS’ REPORT RELATING TO ANALYSIS OF FUEL SAMPLE
A separate form is to be completed for each sample taken

No. :………….
After I informed the person in charge, as named on form DA37A*(2)/*(3) (*delete inapplicable), (No. :………….), attached
hereto, that the fuel in the said *vehicle/*mobile apparatus/*tanker/*tank trailer /*tank on the premises/*other container on the
premises (*delete inapplicable) had been selected for a fuel test, a sample of a quantity of about 500ml was drawn by
……………………….. (name of officer/assistant) in his/her presence. I issued a written receipt for the sample taken to the
person in charge. I confirm that the equipment that I used to draw and store the sample was clean. I poured the requisite
quantity from the sample taken into a clean receptacle and tested it by using the “Qualitative Roadside Test” as specified for
the detection of the presence of Mortrace MP by the Morton Dyes Division of Morton International Limited. I confirm that I am
fully conversant with the requirements of the procedure required for this test. The results of the test were as follows:
Colour of sample before treatment with specified reagent .…………………………………………………………………………….
Colour of sample after treatment with specified reagent …………………...………………………………………..…………………
Approximate proportion of marker present .…………………….………………………………………………………………………..
Other comments ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
I informed the person in charge that my test indicated the presence of marked goods, and that part of the sample would
require analysis by a designated person. I then divided the remainder of the sample into three parts, each not less than
100ml.These samples were placed in three containers, which I confirm were clean, each bearing a label with identical serial
numbers, with the details of the contents, report number and the date, and my initials, and the three containers were sealed
with identically numbered seals.
The report number was ……………………………………………………………………………………………..…….………………
The seal number was ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
The person in charge was given a choice of one of the three sealed samples and he/she selected one for his/her
retention/declined the offer of a sample (delete the inapplicable statement).
First part of sample received by ……………………………………………………………………………………….. (full names of
person in charge)
……………………………………… (person in charge)
SIGNATURE
The second part was retained by me for future comparison.
The third part was retained to be forwarded for analysis by a designated person.
NOTE: If the officers are unable to conduct this sampling procedure in the presence of the person in charge and
deliver the first part or the receipt to him, a statement to that effect should be made on this report giving reasons
therefor:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Signed:

…………………………………………
(full name of SARS Officer)

….………………………..
SIGNATURE
Date :

……………

…………………………………………..
(full name of SARS Assistant Officer)

….………………………..
SIGNATURE

Sample dispatched on dispatch note no.

………………

Form DA37A(4) No. : ………….of……………..…………(date)

